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Matrix's all new bridal collection, 
Destination Brides is everything 
the contemporary Indian bride 

wishes for her big day 

Inspired by the Destination Wedding 
trend that has swept the nation, Matrix's 
new bridal trend collection. Destination 
Brides, is here to inspire every bride-to-
e to dream big! Every destination has 

D it, and Matrix chooses to tell those 
stories through three stunning looks. 

Twinkly lights stud the ambience 
with sheen. There's music and 
laughter in the distance. Family 
and friends gather to celebrate 

a new beginning! The wedding season 
is well and truly underway, and couples 
across the country are whisking away to 
beautiful destinations to tie the knot in 
fairytale settings! 

Just as a bride would pay careful 
attention to her make-up, hair colour too 
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is of utmost importance for the wedding 
day. It brings dimension to your bridal 
look and highlights your best features. 
And that's exactly what the Matrix 
Destination Brides collection does! 

Curated in India, the collection is 
everything the modern Indian bride 
wishes for. Set across three wedding 
destinations, the collection redefines 
the look of the Indian bride by marrying 
international trends, hair colours that suit 

Indian skin tones and hairdos that are 
simply gorgeous. Everything to make 
sure the bride is the star of the festivities! 

The Matrix Destination Brides collection 
is unlike anything India has ever 
seen before! It seeks to celebrate the 
contemporary Indian bride's personal 
style while adding to the vibe of the 
destination by adorning her mane in 
hues and styles that are chic, yet classy, 
elegant and beautiful. 

Matrix's idea behind the collection is 
to inspire the Indian bride to venture 
out into a world of endless possibilities 
when it comes to hair colour. Through 
Destination Brides, Matrix brings us 
three looks that are effortless, simple 
and drop dead gorgeous, without 
being over the top or edgy. These are 
looks that every bride can see herself 
getting married in, perfectly tuned to 
complement her best features, attire 
and the destination. 

MODERN MAHARANI  BRIDE 
The Modern Maharani Bride dreams of 
tying the knot in a royal setting - a lush 
heritage haveli, majestic fort or a glorious 
palace. She envisions herself marrying 
the man she loves amidst immaculate 
decor, pure luxury and grandeur that is 
the stuff of fantasies. She is strong and 
feminine; her look classical and timeless, 
yet vibrant and contemporary. 

This luxe bridal hair colour look has been 
created using the gold family of colours. 
Rich, warm and exuding sheer opulence, 
these shades showcase the bride's regal 
personality in the best way possible. 

Technique: This look was created using 
Matrix SOCOLOR in shades #5.3, #7.3 
and #12.35 (Gold). Using graduated 
weaves, the colourist sweeps the hair to 
create natural and sunny highlights. 
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ETHEREAL GARDEN BRIDE 
This bride finds bliss among all things green, fresh and 
fragrant. Innocent, pure and a great lover of nature, her 
playful aura is perfectly complemented by the colourful 
gardens and meadows that fill her world with joy and 
delight. What better way to embark on this new phase in 
life than for someone so close to nature to get married in 
the midst of lush greens? 

The Ethereal Garden bridal look has been created using 
a combination of colours from the plum and red palettes. 
Bright and luscious, these shades starkly stand out in the 
garden setting, : 

Technique: This look was created using Matrix 
SOCOLOR in shades #6.62, #4.62 and SoRed in #6VR 
(Plums and Reds). The bride's hair has been coloured 
with slices of red violet and freehand painting on the tips. 
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BOHO BEACH BRIDE 
The calming blue seas are where this bride finds comfort. The 
rush of the waves crashing onto the shore enlivens her, while the 
soothing tranquillity of the turquoise ocean have brought her rest 
and relaxation on many occasions. The beach is the perfect setting 
for the adventurous and free-spirited Boho Beach Bride, because 
of its hidden depths. It's as changeable as she is, mirroring her 
many moods and facets. 

The Boho Beach bridal look has been created using a combination 
of wine hues. These bold colours and their interplay bring out the 
playful side of the bride. 

Technique: This look was created using Matrix SOCOLOR in 
shade #6.28 (Wine) and Light Master with strobing and balayage 
techniques. These techniques have been used to complement the 
bride's face shape and highlight the best features. SS 
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